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Soil Prep: 

 Full sun location that is not a low spot that will collect water in spring. 

 Freshly Rototilled, with soil amendments well worked in for best soil to seed contact. 

(Our goal is to get away from rototilling, and soil disturbance. Bad for the good 

microbes in soil) 

 Mulch ready to cover about 8”. Leaves, straw (not flax, we found it too “hot”). 

 

Variety of Garlic: 

 Choose a prairie hardy variety. Avoid garlic grown in a much higher zone than you.  

 

Cracking Garlic: 

 Push the neck of garlic until it breaks. Break apart cloves, removing the white basal root 

end. Do not peel. 

 Some people soak them for a few hours. We don’t, but need good soil moisture. 

 

Planting: (Sept 15th-Oct 10th ish). 

The purpose of fall planting is to produce good root development, but no top growth. 

 Plant cloves the same day as cracking. 4” deep, and about 6-8” apart. Root DOWN, (like 

tulips). 

 Only plant firm cloves with no evidence of rot. 

 The larger the clove planted, the larger the bulb harvested under good conditions. 

 Covering with mulch doesn’t have to happen right away…we have waited until 

November. 

 Why cover with mulch for winter? To prevent huge swings in soil temps which can 

cause winter kill. Snow cover is suitable for some, but we can’t always rely on it, 

especially out in the wide open fields. 

http://www.saskgarlic.ca/


 

Growing Season 

April/May: 

 Rake off the mulch so sun can reach the soil to warm up the ground.  

 Slowly (weekly) add mulch to prevent weeding. (last yr’s leaves, etc) We have just left 

bare soil, but want to experiment with different mulches. 

 No watering necessary for spring typically. 

 Garlic is pretty tough to endure -10 C snaps at night during April and May even after it 

is up and growing. It may set it back a bit, but we have seen it endure three of those 

snaps this past spring. 

 What is bad news for garlic is a huge dump of snow in late April/early May followed by 

wet, cold weather. It could smother/rot the garlic. 

June 20th-July 10th: 

 Scape picking time. Snap scapes is best in my opinion. Longer length harvested if they 

are gently pulled instead, but integrity of plant is compromised.  

 Theory says you’ll grow a bigger bulb if you pick the scape. 

 Pick when in full curl and the tip is pointing upwards at 45 degree. Perfect then for 

pickling (pickle bean recipe works well), stir fries or pesto. 

 Leave scapes if you want to later harvest a bulbil capsule. Bulbil caps (or aerial cloves) 

can be harvested one week prior to the bulb and can be fall planted or kept over the 

winter in dry storage for spring planting. 

May/June:  

 Extreme attention to weed control and any evidence of disease. Pull and discard/burn 

any diseased looking plants (sunshine yellow leaves, or just a poor looking plant that 

turns brown)  

 Time to select for desirous weeds in June. We love alfalfas, clovers, and other legumus 

plants. 

 Water if dry conditions. An inch of water once a week, but if you have clay soils don’t 

water that much. On an average year we don’t need to water. However, this 2017 

season, we had to water ALL summer. 

 Nitrogen fertilizer (we use compost tea) up until the longest day of the year. (We 

continue the use of compost tea into July too) 

 

 



 

July:  

 Continue to pick undesirable weeds. 

 Water—a good watering once a week is better than every day. 

August: 

 Bulbil caps will be ready to harvest once they have split open. This could be end of July 

to the beginning of August on an average year. 

 When 1/3 of the leaves of the garlic plant have browned, it is time to harvest the bulb 

under the ground. Don’t wait until the whole plant is brown. If you do, don’t despair. 

The bulb will just have lost almost all of its papers (one leaf per paper) and may not 

store well into winter, but is perfectly fine for eating or for replanting. 

 

Harvesting Garlic: 

 Look for harvesting Rocamboles a little sooner than Porcelains. 

 Dig with a shovel, being careful not to TOUCH the bulb with the shovel. Any damaged 

bulbs will seep a sticky garlicky juice that will rot that clove. The rest of the bulb will 

be fine for planting or eating. 

 Treat the bulbs like CHRISTMAS TREE BULBS. Don’t toss them, or bang them 

against each other. A bruised clove will be the result…but not until after curing. 

 Curing can BEGIN outside if you wish, but BEST to not be in the sun. The sun can 

promote waxy clove breakdown, or one glossy looking clove. Night dew can also 

prevent the garlic from curing as quick. 

 We cure our garlic out in the open sun for one week but make sure it is piled in such a 

way to shade the bulbs, yet allow air flow. Watch the weather…rain in small amounts is 

ok for a short period. Rain for a week will mold the garlic, or stacking the garlic too 

deep will cause mold. Hanging garlic in an open shed in high humidity August days will 

also cause mold. 

 Curing can also be done indoors in a well ventilated area. We continue to cure our 

garlic inside with big fans blowing on the bulbs. 

 If you want to keep your garlic long into the winter, leave the tops on.  

 It can take 3 weeks to cure your garlic to the point where it is possible to easily crack 

the bulbs for planting. Uncured garlic doesn’t crack easy…very hard on the hands. 

 

 



 

Winter Storage: 

 With tops on, and with proper temp and humidity, most hard necks will store until May 

and still be firm. 

 An over cured (super dry) bulb will not store into winter very long (but was superb for 

replanting between harvest and planting time). 

 Smaller bulbs store better than large bulbs. 

 As the fall turns into winter, increase the humidity to around 60% and temps of around 

12-14 C for longest possible storage. A cool basement room is fine. Good ventilation 

(don’t put in a plastic bag). The last resort is a refrigerator. Once a bulb is taken OUT of 

the fridge it will want to grow. 0-5 C is the trigger for hard necks. 

 If garlic is used for spring planting, plant as SOON as you can get out on the soil. Sandy 

soils can typically get out in early April. Our clay is usually into May. We try to avoid 

spring planting. You may have slightly smaller bulbs than if you fall planted, and a little 

later harvest, but spring planting still works. 

 

Threats for Garlic: 

 Planting in a low spot (collects water in spring, and rots the garlic, or will give you 

smalls if it didn’t kill it first.) 

 A really wet year. 

 Too much weed pressure, especially grassy weeds. Garlic is a poor competitor with 

grassy weeds. 

 Diseased soil (onions, other bulbs etc can harbour diseases that can bother garlic). 

 Hot temperatures (over 35°C for 3-4 days in a row). 

 

We believe that soil health is number ONE combat to disease. No bugs in the soil means that 

it is just a matter of time for disaster. Feed the bugs. That is why we don’t use commercial 

fertilizers (salts), or pesticide sprays.  

 

 


